Jeopardy Cards Set 4
$

North America

100

Which US city has the biggest population? (New York, approx 8,500,000)

200

How many states in the USA? (50)

300

What is the capital city of the USA? (Washington DC)

400

What is the most popular sport in the USA? (American football)

500

What day do Americans celebrate independence? (July 4)

600

What is the biggest US state (Alaska)

$

Most popular in the world

100

What is the most visited website in the world? (google)

200

What is the most popular sport in the world? (Soccer)

300

What is the most spoken language in the world? (Mandarin, 1 billion plus speakers)

400

What is the most popular ice cream flavour? (Vanilla)

500

Excluding water, what is the most popular drink in the world? (Coffee)

600

Which country is the most popular tourist destination? (France)

$

How many ...

100

days in September? (30)

200

players on a soccer team? (11)

300

Harry Potter books are there? (7)

400

planets in the solar system? (8)

500

teeth do most adults have? (32)

600

Countries are there in the world (to the nearest 10)? (196)
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$

Missing collocation

100

Fast, healthy, Italian (food)

200

Guest, class, hotel (room)

300

Ball, board, computer (game)

400

Detached, terrace, country (house)

500

Interview, application, description (job)

600

Day, business, round, boat (trip)

$

Biggest

100

Which country is the biggest in the world (land) - (Russia)

200

What is the biggest animal? (blue whale)

300

What is the biggest planet in the solar system? (Jupiter)

400

Which city has the tallest building in the world (Dubai - The Burj Khalifa)

500

In what country is the world’s biggest mountain? (Nepal - Mt Everest)

600

Which football (soccer) team has the biggest number of fans? (Barcelona)

$

Do, make or have

100

The washing up (do)

200

A party (have)

300

Fun (have)

400

A lot of noise (make)

500

Your make up (do)

600

A mess (make)
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$

What’s the object?

100

Pages, chapters, index (book)

200

Lense, shutter, flash (camera)

300

Saddle, pedal, wheel (bicycle)

400

Hands, strap, face (watch)

500

Button, collar, cuff (shirt)

600

Tongue, sole, laces (shoe)
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